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Overview of LUNAR

The Lunar University Network for Astrophysics Research (LUNAR) is a team of researchers and students at leading universities, NASA centers, and federal research laboratories undertaking investigations aimed at using the Moon as a platform for space science. LUNAR research includes Lunar Interior Physics & Gravitation using Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR), Low Frequency Cosmology and Astrophysics (LFCA), and Heliophysics.

Lunar Laser Ranging

Opto-Thermal Simulation

The purpose of the Opto-Thermal Simulation is to evaluate the heating effects of the solar illumination, and then incorporate these heat loads into the energy exchanges between the Cube Corner Reflector (CCR) and space, between the CCR and the sun shade and the heat inputs from the sun and the thermal radiation from the regolith. This simulation has been developed at U. Maryland in connection with INFN-LNF in Italy. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical temperature distribution in the CCR, and Fig. 2 a computation of the regolith temperature since the radiation from the regolith affects the LLR Retroreflector.

Within the past year, the simulation has been refined to include a number of additional effects and to improve the running speed, since the run for a single set of the twelve relevant parameters requires about two days with detailed operator involvement. In addition, new thermal coatings for the sunshade and for the housing have been incorporated.

Optical Material Effects

The properties of the optical material for the CCR have been studied. Interferograms of the optical behavior of the CCR have been made and the simulation upgraded to incorporate these in evaluating the performance, in the form of the signal received on earth.

Velocity Aberration

Since the retroreflector on the Moon is moving with respect to the observatory on earth, the laser return arrive offset from the observatory. As a result, the angles between the back faces of the CCR must be offset to send some of the energy back to the observatory. This software has been developed and is being refined.
Stepped Sunshade:
Reflections of the incoming sunlight can be reflected from the interior of the sunshade. In order to reduce this effect, a “stepped” design has been simulated. It reduces the solar energy striking the CCR by 40%. In order to evaluate the actual effect, such a sunshade has been fabricated (Fig. 3). This will be tested in the Satellite/lunar laser ranging Characterization Facility (SCF) in Frascati, Italy late this spring. These tests will identify any un-modeled effects to allow the simulation to best represent the real world.

Pneumatic Drilling to Thermally-Anchor CCR:
In order to deploy the next-generation CCR in a manner that the thermal changes in the support of the package do not change the position at the tens of microns level, the package must be anchored into the regolith at a depth of nearly a meter. Drilling in this manner has traditionally been very difficult during the Apollo missions. However, HoneyBee Corp. funded by LUNAR has developed the “pneumatic” drilling technology. This has been tested in compacted regolith simulant in vacuum and at 1/6 g.

Low Frequency Cosmology and Astrophysics (LFCA)
Theoretical Tools and Science Development

Furlanetto has continued to study theoretical models of the first galaxies. As these are the most likely sources for the photons that drive the neutral hydrogen 21 cm signal, understanding their properties is crucial for predicting and interpreting that signal from future lunar observatories. Furlanetto and his group focused on several aspects of these sources, including the relative velocity of dark matter and baryons, the internal structure and star formation laws of the most distant known galaxies (at redshifts ~ 6–8), their contribution to the near-infrared background, and the development of a “standard model” for cosmic reionization based on Hubble Space Telescope observations. The latter was done in conjunction with the UDF12 team (PI: R. Ellis). Pritchard and Loeb, in collaboration with A. Liu and M. Tegmark, explored details of foreground removal for global 21 cm experiments from a starting point of building a maximum likelihood estimator for the signal that assumed nothing about the signal itself. This research complements earlier LUNAR work led by Harker, Burns et al. that approached the same problem from a Bayesian perspective that assumed a detailed signal model. This work resulted in a publication that demonstrated a) the feasibility of removing foregrounds in realistic situations, and b) the importance of making use of spatial information for the foreground removal. Loeb and Furlanetto published a new textbook on The First Galaxies in the Universe (540 pages) that summarizes the motivation and scientific background for a lunar radio telescope in observing Cosmic Dawn. Using one-dimensional radiative transfer calculations, CU grad student Mirocha, Burns et al. investigated the discrepancies in gas properties surrounding model stars and accreting black holes that arise solely due to spectral discretization. Even in the idealized case of a static and uniform density field, it was found that commonly used discretization schemes induce errors in the neutral fraction and temperature by factors of two to three on average, and by over an order of magnitude in certain column density regimes. A method for optimally constructing discrete spectra was developed, and it was shown that, for two test cases of interest,
carefully chosen four-bin spectra can eliminate errors associated with frequency resolution to high precision.

Antenna Technology Development
Stewart and Hartmann deployed a prototype lunar surface antenna at the JVLA site in New Mexico. This test was the first with the lunar surface antenna on a dry desert soil, a far more realistic lunar analog than used for previous testing. They found good agreement between numerical simulations and measurements of the electromagnetic properties (gain, response pattern, and feedpoint impedance). Bradley developed a new approach to receiver calibration for a switching radiometer. It makes use of the fact that the low noise amplifier's scattering and noise parameters are invariant to the network's input impedance. The calibration procedure, which utilizes both high precision a priori laboratory measurements of the circuit temperature-dependent parameters together with real-time monitoring of the circuit's physical temperature, was designed from first-principles. A project report was written detailing the calibration procedure. Jones investigated whether a lunar surface radio antenna, useful for studying either the global 21 cm signal or the lunar ionosphere, could be deployed while a lander was in its descent phase, before reaching the surface. The initial assessment was that this approach is promising, but “sand blasting” by the lunar regolith has yet to be considered fully. Taylor and colleagues took advantage of the completion of the first station of the Long Wavelength Array to investigate imaging the sky at low frequencies (10–88 MHz) (Fig. 4). This work resulted in a better characterization of the emission of the galactic background, strong radio sources and sources of transient emission. These observations will inform the design of future instruments.

LUNAR Simulation Laboratory
The LUNAR Simulation Facility at Colorado is used to test the effects of the harsh lunar environment on materials and hardware. LUNAR team members recently finished construction on a second thermal-vacuum chamber that contains a bed of JSC-1 lunar simulant for a more realistic representation of the lunar surface. Copper-coated Kapton was thermally cycled for one month, with each 24 hour cycle representing a lunar day or night. The Kapton showed greater thermal variation than pieces tested in the original vacuum chamber, possibly due to the simulant regolith deforming with the Kapton and maintaining greater thermal contact than the aluminum table.

Earth-Moon L-2 Mission Concept
Burns, Kring (LPI), Lazio, & Kasper developed a concept for a crewed mission to the Earth-Moon L-2 point in which the astronauts would tele-operate a lunar surface rover or rovers. These lunar surface assets could be used to collect lunar samples for a sample-return mission, and deploy lunar surface antennas to study the global 21 cm signal.

Fig. 4. Image of the sky at 52 MHz, corresponding to a redshift of approximately 25, as acquired by the LWA. The Milky Way Galaxy is apparent as the arc across the image, and various radio sources are indicated. The radio emission shown represent foregrounds for future lunar surface observations of Cosmic Dawn.
**Radio Heliophysics**

Heliophysics Key Project Year Four Goals were divided between (1) Studies of fundamental low frequency radio science, (2) Development of new techniques to measure interplanetary dust using the frequency spectrum of fluctuations induced by dust impacts, and (3) general support of the NLSI and LUNAR projects.

**Nanodust Impacts**

Recent work has highlighted the ability of electric field antennas on spacecraft to indirectly characterize dust by detecting the expanding plasma produced when a high-speed dust grain impacts the spacecraft. LUNAR post-doc Zaslavsky derived analytic expressions for the time-dependent voltage waveform measured by an electric field antenna embedded in the expanding plasma plume produced by a hyper-kinetic dust impact. These predictions were compared with observations of the waveforms produced by dust impacts detected with the WAVES/TDS experiment on the STEREO spacecraft. Zaslavsky found that the analytic predictions successfully matched the relative strength of the signals seen by the three different antennas on each spacecraft, and the total strength proportional to the product of dust grain mass and impact velocity.

LUNAR postdoc Le Chat used the analytic equations for the time-dependent voltage waveform in Zaslavsky et al. (2012), and derived expressions for the frequency dependent signature of a dust impact. Fig. 5 compares the typical spectrum of low frequency fluctuations in the solar wind (blue) with the spectrum recorded as a dust particle struck the spacecraft. Overall, the functional form of the predicted signal matched the observations from the spacecraft very well. Le Chat’s results are significant because they allow us to use the STEREO spacecraft observations to derive continuous and unbiased measurements of the variability of nanodust flux in interplanetary space. These measurements were then used produce a more accurate estimate of the mass distribution previously, using a model that required fewer assumptions than previous works.

The Radio Heliophysics project focuses on various aspects of radio observations of particle acceleration, in particular, low-frequency (<10 MHz) radio emissions produced in the outer corona and heliosphere by flare- and shock- accelerated electrons. Such radio bursts have never been imaged, because their frequencies are blocked by Earth’s ionosphere, and because no adequate radio interferometric array has been assembled in space to make such imaging observations. Thus a key goal has been to study implementation an aperture synthesis array on the lunar surface to observe the low-frequency radio bursts. This observatory, which we call the Radio Observatory on the Lunar Surface for Solar Studies (ROLSS), has been studied...
extensively. With ~50 monopole antennas covering a total diameter of order 1 km, it is a project that can be implemented with a lunar lander of moderate capabilities.

The ROLSS antennas are planned to be deposited on polyimide film that would be unrolled on the lunar surface. To facilitate that effort, LUNAR team members at GSFC focused on various aspects of a pathfinder mission for ROLSS, that would test antenna design and other aspects of ROLSS. The ROLSS pathfinder (ROLSS-P) would be a small package (volume of order 0.01 m³) that could be the science payload on a small lander or carried as a secondary payload. Deploying the 1-3 antennas comprising the sensing elements of ROLSS-P could be done with a variety of techniques. LUNAR has tested hardware for launched anchor deployment and inflated tube deployment. Fig. 6 shows examples of the hardware being tested. Elements of deployment and inflation testing were performed by interns as their summer 2012 project at GSFC. From these tests, we have derived a much better understanding of the primary risks for each type of deployment and the terrains for which they work the best.

**Inter-Team Collaborations**

The LUNAR team worked with Kring (CLSE) to develop the concept of an Earth-Moon L2 mission in which astronauts would control lunar surface assets to pursue simultaneously high priority science goals from both the Planetary Sciences and Astronomy Decadal Surveys.

The LUNAR team worked with Farrell (DREAM) to refine the science case for a lunar surface radio antenna to study the ionized lunar atmosphere.

The LUNAR team worked with Farrell (DREAM) in searching for radio emissions from extrasolar planets, which would be an important secondary scientific goal for a future lunar radio telescope.

**Education & Public Outreach (EPO)**

The LUNAR team has a diverse and aggressive EPO effort aimed at enhancing the awareness and knowledge about the Earth-Moon system. In Year 4, we completed our signature EPO effort with the premier and national distribution of our children’s planetarium show. LUNAR also used the Solar Eclipse of the Sun in May of 2012 to increase public awareness of science and NASA’s role.

Our children’s planetarium program is based on the award-winning book, “Max Goes to the Moon” by local Boulder author Dr. Jeffrey Bennett. NASA astronaut Alvin Drew played a role
in the development of this show. On Drew’s mission to the International Space Station he had the opportunity to read the story “Max Goes to the Moon” to the children of Earth. Using our well-developed process of “formative evaluation”, we showed the program to test audiences of school children of the target age and also to hundreds of lunar scientists at the 2011 Lunar Science Forum. The feedback we gathered resulted in significant improvements to the show. In March of 2012 Astronaut Alvin Drew came to Fiske Planetarium to help launch this program at our national premier. “Max” is now playing at 6 planetariums across the country and more are in the process of acquiring it. It has been promoted by the International Astronomical Union.

In May 2012 an annular solar eclipse was visible in the western half of the US. LUNAR partnered with the CCLDAS team led by M. Horanyi to take over the university football stadium (Folsom Field). We also distributed roughly 40,000 eclipse glasses to K-12 students. Our event became the largest crowd on record in one place to watch a solar eclipse. Roughly 10,000 people attended this event. It was broadcast extensively on TV including ABC World News Tonight. We had NASA and Fiske videos and animations playing on the stadium’s “Big Screen Video” that explained eclipses and also highlighted NASA missions that have enhanced our knowledge of the Earth-Moon system.
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